
Lesson 1: Teacher Reference 3

Example Student Ideas
Below is a list of student ideas compiled from piloting and field-testing the unit. These examples can help you anticipate some of the ideas your students
may share to build the list of Related Phenomena or Ideas for Investigations and share as initial questions on the Driving Question Board (DQB).

Related Phenomena Questions on the DQB Ideas for Investigations

Reflection on water
Reflection off glass
Reflection off whiteboard
See your reflection in
someone else’s eye
Calm pool water
Water mirage
Pool
Houses with one-way
mirrors
Old hotels with one-way
mirrors
Store windows
Library windows
Sunglasses
Magnifying glasses
Transparent cups
See yourself through glass
Plastic wrap
Clear plastic
Mirror maze/circus mirrors
Mirrors
Shiny metal
Metal pole
Swim goggles
Ski goggles
Tinted car windows
Device screens
Watch face
Stained glass
Bubbles
Telescope or microscope
Shiny counter

How can you see yourself in a store window?
How does a one-sided mirror work?
How does it work?
How does Mr. Bean not see the po-po but the po-po see him?
How does a two-way mirror work?
Why does the mirror work both ways?
Does the light matter?
Can Mr. Bean really see the cops?
Does Mr. Bean know other people are watching him?
If someone stood close to the mirror, could they see through?
What happens if you flip a mirror around?
How do you tell if it’s a two-way mirror?
Do the white walls in the video affect the mirror in any way?
What if you turn off Mr. Bean’s lights and turn the other people’s lights on?
What would happen if both rooms were lit?
What if both lights are on in both of the rooms, what would happen?
What would happen if you turn on both lights?
What would happen if both rooms were dark?
How/why did they create the mirror?
What technology do you need to make a two-way mirror?
Is it made of plastic?
How did they invent the mirror?
How do you make a two-way mirror?
What do you need to make it work?
What is the difference between a mirror and a two-way mirror?
How is a double-sided mirror made?
How do they make a one-way window?
Is there any other way to make this mirror?

Add light to Room B.
Work with the box but add light
to Room B.
Move the light to Room B.
Turn lights on in Room A and B.
Take apart the one-way mirror
box.
Make our own one-way mirror.
Look at the mirror closer.
Examine the mirror.
Learn about what it is made of.
Test different mirrors in the box.
Bring in mirrored sunglasses and
tinted glass.
Learn how reflection works.
Look into getting a one-way
mirror.
Look into parts.
Investigate why transparent
cups are transparent.
Learn how glass is made.
Learn how mirrors are made.
Investigate different lighting.
Investigate why two-way
mirrors are made.
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